
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR SKU#: 4080

WARNING,RISK OF FIRE,USE ONLY
WARNING,RISK OF FIRE,USE ONLY TYPE LED 120V  3W  700mA.

CAUTION : TO AVOID POSSIBLE ELECTRICAL SHOCK,MAKE CERTAIN ELECTRICITY IS SHUT OFF AT MAIN PANEL BEFORE WIRING.

All wiring must be in accordance with national and local electrical codes. If you are not familiar with wiring, you should use a qualified electrician.

This product must be installed in acordance withthe applicable installation code by a person familiar with the construction and operation of the product and the hazards involved.

Ce produit doit être installé selon le code d’installation pertinent, par une personne qui connaît bien les produit et son fonctionnement ainsi que les risques inhérents.
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1- Making certain that the threads of the cross bar screws are pointing away
from the ceilingl, secure the round cross bar (R) to the junction box using the
mounting screws (S1) after inserting the screws (S2) from within out.
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3- Connect the white fixture wire to the white wire of the
supply circuit. Connect the black fixture wire to the black wire
of the supply circuit. Secure with the wire nuts (N) and tape
connections with electrical tape. Connect the fixture yellow and
green ground wire and the supply green tinted ground wire to
the ground screw on the round cross bar using the ground
terminal.

4- Push the connections and all excess wire to the interior of
the junction box. Spread the electrical splices on the round
cross bar (R) so that the black wires are on one side of the
junction box and the white wires on the other. Secure the
plaque ( ) to the round cross bar, using the cross bar screwsC
(S2) and the thumb nuts (T).

5- Reinstall the base ( ) as shown by theB
arrows. Tighten the screws ( ) to fix theA
lamp to the plaque ( ).C

2- Loose the three screws ( ) to remove the base ( )A B
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